
Dear fellow resident.

As we close 2020, with Covid-19 still impacting on our lives, the Ullesthorpe 
volunteers network remains in place if you need any help. Volunteers can be 
contacted anytime, be it for a friendly chat, to arrange for a named person to 
collect supplies, post mail, pick up shopping or prescriptions for you; or maybe 
even walk the dog. Basically, it's good old fashioned neighbourliness, available 
if needed. Just make contact, and someone will be there to help.

A list of nearby volunteers is shown below.

Full details are also available on the village website www.ullesthorpe.org

Jigsaw Exchange
Would you like to borrow a Jigsaw?
Call Gill Smith on 07952 791014 or ask your local volunteer for a catalogue.
*All Jigsaws are quarantined for 72 hours before being delivered

Anna Lachowski Orchard Close 07801 774 478

Gill Smith Orchard Close 07952 791 014

Liz Keenan Orchard Close 07887 692 757

Donna McAllister Orchard Close 07770 397 805
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